AMAJUBA DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY
Amajuba District Municipality is an equal opportunity, affirmative action employer and also
encourages applications from disabled persons. Amajuba District Municipality will consider
targets of the Employment Equity Plan when filling these positions.

ENGINEERING SERVICES
TEAM LEADER – POST LEVEL 10
Requirements:
 Grade 12 and previous experience as a driver of heavy duty vehicles / TLB Operator.
 Valid drivers’ licence.
Summary of Duties:













Set up or inspect equipment prior to operation;
Move levers, depress foot pedals, and turn dials to operate power machinery, such as power
shovels, stripping shovels, scraper loaders, or backhoes;
Operate machinery to perform activities such as backfilling excavations;
Direct workers engaged in placing blocks or outriggers to prevent capsizing of machines when
lifting heavy loads;
Controlling Machines and Processes;
Inspecting equipment, structures, or materials to identify the cause of errors or other problems or
defects;
Monitoring and reviewing information from materials, events, or the environment, to detect or
assess problems;
Lubricate, adjust, or repair machinery and replace parts, such as gears, bearings, or bucket teeth.
Create and maintain inclines and ramps, and handle slides, mud, and pit cleanings and
maintenance;
Measure and verify levels of rock or gravel, bases, or other excavated material;

Remuneration: R 144 538.02 per annum
Applications consisting of a comprehensive CV and covering letter together with certified copies of qualifications must reach the
undersigned, no later than 12h00 on 07 October 2016
Enquiries may be directed to the Human Resources Section: 034-3297200 during office hours.
Facsimiles, emails or late applications will not be accepted. Only short-listed applicants will be contacted. Recommended candidates
will be subjected to a vetting process to determine suitability. If you are not contacted one month after the closing date, your
application would have been unsuccessful.
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